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Abstract 

Under the background of the prevalence of documentaries, food documentaries take 
three meals a day and local delicacies in four seasons as incisions, opening double 
openings recognized by the market and audiences. This paper takes the spread of 
empathy as a starting point. This paper probes into the conditions for the occurrence of 
the effect of empathy in "Once Upon a Bite". The program constructs the three-
dimensional and multi-dimensional aesthetic connotation of food culture from the three 
aspects of aesthetic distance empathy, homesickness and motif empathy. Explore the 
"coincidences" between different nationalities and different cultures. It not only 
presents the unique values and artistic aura of Chinese documentaries, but also explores 
effective ways to achieve a higher level of communication and communication. 
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1. Introduction 

The food documentary "Once Upon a Bite" is based on Chinese food culture, collects exotic 
cuisine across six continents, looks at the multi-culture behind the food from a global 
perspective, and evokes the humanistic feelings contained in the food with the motif of empathy. 
While recording the Chinese food culture, the film pays more attention to the spirit of Chinese 
culture behind the delicious food, and is good at using the common emotional experience that 
people have, arousing the maximum common divisor of the emotion of the audience, thus 
arousing the empathy of the audience. 

2. Aesthetic distance empathy:Break through the vision of expectation 
and create moderate defamiliarization 

Beautiful lenses, warm stories, unforgettable accents, simple characters. Around the most 
traditional, authentic and humane Chinese cuisine, director Chen Xiaoqing attracted people's 
taste buds with the lens. Compared with the tongue tip series mainly playing "China card" and 
"local card", "Once Upon a Bite" is more advanced on the road of internationalization of the 
topic. For documentaries, which combine the dual elements of news and literature, the 
important premise of realizing empathy with the audience is the perspective of topic selection. 
From a literary point of view, the audience has a certain field of expectation before watching 
the documentary. The expectation field of vision is the thinking orientation or pre-existing 
structure of the reader's literary reading experience when reading a work[1]. Then how to 
grasp the expectation of the audience and use it to improve the validity of empathy 
communication is a problem that must be considered for the creators of documentaries. From 
the disciplinary point of view of reception aesthetics, the audience has certain expectations for 
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the work, but if it only stays at the level of meeting the expectations of the audience, the work 
will lack attraction; only when the work appropriately transcends or corrects the field of 
expectation, can the interest of the audience be mobilized, and this "moderate" distance is the 
"aesthetic distance" put forward in the reception theory[2]. The creative team of "Once Upon a 
Bite" adjusted the angle of topic selection and opened up a new field of vision through the 
feedback from the tongue-tip series of documentaries after they were put on the market.  

As can be seen from Table1, "Once Upon a Bite"connects transnational ingredients with 
physical geography as the line, and the gastronomic lens ranges from China to France to Spain, 
and from inland to coastal areas, reflecting that different environments at home and abroad 
give local people different product resources, and local people use these resources to create a 
variety of delicacies. 

The series of "A Bite of China"Bead jade in the former, affected by the perspective of the first 
three topics, the audience in the eyes of the "Once Upon a Bite"has a certain field of vision, and 
even regarded as the"A Bite of China 4".On the other hand, the creative team of "Once Upon a 
Bite"makes use of the relatively established vision of the audience to extend the perspective of 
topic selection from domestic to foreign countries, making use of spatial distance to create 
aesthetic distance, which is a moderate strangeness in front of the audience. Different from 
simply creating a sense of strangeness, here, "moderation" is the key to grasp, how to maintain 
the balance between "readability" and "strangeness", so as to make use of aesthetic distance to 
create empathy and spread, "Once Upon a Bite"has made a better demonstration.Similar 
delicacies are selected in each episode, showing different cooking methods, thus reflecting the 
background of multicultural development is commonly used, such as "Chinese bun VS French 
bread", "Anhui ham VS Spanish cellar ham", "northwest potato VS French waterfall potato 
mashed", "Shaanxi Hulu soup steamed bun VS Iranian beef steamed bun" and so on. Due to the 
long distance in space, compared with domestic cuisine, most audiences know little about the 
origin, story and development of cuisine in other countries. This strangeness evokes the basic 
element of empathy-the sense of audience expectation. On the other hand, the comparative 
presentation of domestic food and foreign food is an important way to ensure "readability".This 
two-way process ensures the continuity of the audience's viewing logic and minimizes the side 
effects of strangeness, that is, avoiding the result of "abandoning it" due to excessive 
strangeness. First of all,"Once Upon a Bite"ensures the readability of the audience, which is an 
important factor to ensure the smooth completion of empathy communication, and then 
through moderate defamiliarization, it opens the distance between the story and the audience, 
thus to a certain extent beyond the expectation of the audience. Create a novel feeling and 
experience for the audience. 

 

Table 1. Regional distribution of selected topics of "Once Upon a Bite" 

 China International 
Episode 1 South of Anhui Province France/Spain/Holland 
Episode 2 Shanxi Province/Macao west Asia 
Episode 3 Yunnan Province/Hainan Province/Xinjiang Morocco/Japan/England 
Episode 4 Guangdong Province France 
Episode 5 Hubei Province/Chongqing/Beijing America 
Episode 6 Chaoshan Thailand 
Episode 7 Heilongjiang Province Ecuador 
Episode 8 Six continents and more than 20 regions 
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3. Homesick empathy:Grasp the balance between food and emotion, 
trigger homesickness. 

The reason for the popularity of "Once Upon a Bite" is, first of all, because "good delicacy is 
human nature"; secondly, in a modern society with fast pace, fierce competition and great 
pressure of work and life, everyone has the plot of yearning for nature, returning to tradition, 
and homesickness. Just"Once Upon a Bite"grasps this point, using narrative techniques and 
humanistic feelings, not only grasps people's taste buds and stomach, but also touches the 
softest part of people's hearts, evoking the homesickness of the travellers. Therefore, "Once 
Upon a Bite"has become a hot topic on social media. Netizens commented, "this is a food movie, 
there is the feeling of a blockbuster", "Dinner documentary", "crying for you directly", "Flavor 
of human copywriting, hungry", "the smell of home" and so on. In which areas does this food 
documentary attract the most attention? Whose taste buds have been stirred up and whose 
stomach has been tied up? Which people are most likely to be "sympathized"? 

Take the Baidu index during the launch period of "Once Upon a Bite" (October 28, 2018-
December 16, 2018) as the reference standard. In terms of the geographical distribution of the 
search population, the top five provinces are Guangdong, Jiangsu, Beijing, Zhejiang and 
Shanghai, in addition to the traditional cuisine involved in these regions in the documentary. it 
is also related to the level of local economic development and the development of new online 
media. The cities in these areas are more developed, people have a higher level of education 
and income, higher stickiness to the use of new online media, and higher attention to food and 
willingness to spend. There is another factor that can not be ignored: the foreign population in 
the above-mentioned areas is concentrated, and there are a large number of new urbanized 
people, most of whom have settled in the cities for a long time, but their hometown is in the 
central and western regions or in rural areas. the pursuit of traditional food is also a homesick 
journey that begins with food. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Regional Distribution of search population in Baidu Index "Once Upon a Bite" 

 

From the point of view of the audience, both the network-wide distribution and the target 
audience (TGI) are concentrated in the young and middle-aged groups aged 20-39, of which 20-
29 years old account for the highest proportion. This group has a strong consumer demand and 
a strong desire for all kinds of delicates. at the same time, they are not only the main users of 
new online media, but also the main groups of workers or employment from their hometown 
to the city. Although far away from my hometown, the taste of my hometown is still fresh in my 
memory. From this point of view, the target group of"Once Upon a Bite"is clear, mainly aimed 
at the urban middle-aged and young people, playing the traditional food card, culture card and 
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hometown card, which is a key key to arouse the empathy of the audience. it is one of the key 
factors that can tie the taste buds of the audience. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Age Distribution of people searched for"Once Upon a Bite" in Baidu Index 

 

4. Motif Empathy:On the uniqueness of Chinese cuisine from a global 
perspective 

the documentary creation of each country has its own subjective characteristics. Cross-cultural 
communication can only structure the dialogue between different cultures and seek common 
ground while reserving differences in the dialogue in order to achieve the value-added meaning 
of local culture and the progress of the cultural circle."[3]."Once Upon a Bite" tells about a 
corner of delicacy from a global perspective, and constructs the cultural dialogue in the process 
of foreign food communication through common spiritual and cultural values. in fact, it is also 
an effective way to carry out communication with the help of motif, so as to realize the spread 
of empathy. The motif refers to the common theme that has been repeatedly written and 
expressed in the process of literary history [4].Although there are multicultural differences, 
some motifs still transcend countries and nationalities and become common themes all over 
the world, such as family affection, friendship, love, hometown and so on.The first episode 
"between Mountains and Seas" tells how human beings get ingredients from "between 
Mountains and Seas" in exchange for delicacies with hard work and wisdom, while in the second 
episode, "Once Upon a Bite" once again gives a bigger perspective and the camera shuttles 
around the world. let us see how Chinese food takes root overseas, and how overseas food takes 
root in the way Chinese food is cooked. For example, in the wheat cooking mentioned in the 
second episode, France is good at baking, but the Chinese are good at cooking with steam. It is 
the same wheat that collides with different cooking skills of the East and the West, giving birth 
to two very different food cultures. In the eighth episode "the Journey of Flavor", it not only 
shows the bitterness and joy in the process of the birth of "Once Upon a Bite", but also shows 
the program group looking at the world, looking for human similarities, and looking for stories 
that can represent different civilizations from the details. As director Chen Xiaoqing said, "there 
are many coincidences between the East and the West."Once Upon a Bite "takes the world 
cuisine as the frame of reference, telling you that China has never been an isolated island, and 
foreign cuisine can also resonate with everyone. 

5. Conclusion 

Although food culture around the world has distinct regional characteristics and ethnic 
customs, the consideration and satisfaction of human emotion behind food is a common 
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concern for the object of communication and the audience. Taking the Chinese food culture as 
the foothold,"Once Upon a Bite"realizes the observation of the emotional value between 
different civilizations by constructing the uniqueness of taste aesthetics. The poetic 
documentary image language conveys the Chinese people's feelings for food and the worship 
of the common motif."Once Upon a Bite"is a useful attempt, and its revelation of the world 
emotional commonality at the dietary level may provide a reference for the cross-cultural 
communication of other types of documentaries in China in the future. 
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